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Abstract 

Field quantization is applied to an electrical oscillating 

circuit* Damping effects are treated by perturbation theory*  Quantum 

effects occur both in the damping and in the noise, and are discussed 

In detailo  An interpretation is given of the infinite zero point 

contribution which appears in the theory of Callen and Welton* The 

av«srage electromagnetic field energy of an oscillator with capacitance 

C, conductance G, and natural frequency w, as a function of time is 

given by 

1 wr -nw 
TT mi 

?*" + exp(*WkT)-l    \i~* J U° 

The mean squared noise voltage which would be measured In an experiment 

with a damped oscillator Is given, by 

^2 
* §L   * *" + exp(WkT)-l JV 

The maximum noise power which a conductance G at temperature T can 

transfer to a damped oscillator approaches the value 

C (^exp('nwAT)-l J 

These results are extended to Include Interaction of the circuit 

with radiation fields,. 

The vacuum fluctuations are shown to be observable in electro- 

motive force measurements and in electron stream noise* 



Intro r? uc ti on 

During the past quarter of a century s number of theoreticians 

h£ve ti^.rned their attention to the problem of constructing a satis- 

factory quantum theory of the electromagnetic field.  The problem is 

a very difficult one, because it 1 a intimately tied up with the 

structure of the elementary particles,  about which almost nothing is 

knowno  For a 7arge number of calculations the theory gave infinite 

resultsr  For a long time it was not understood whether the infinite 

result 3 were a consequence of faults in the theory or ft lack of 

knowledge of the elementary particles*.  Further difficulty lay in the 

scarcity of experimental data on the order of magnitude of some of 

the effects for which calculations gave infinite re3ults0 

One of the effects for which calculations gave an infinite 

result was the shift of the energy levels of an electron in a 

hydrogen atom due to interaction with the radiation fields„  This 

shift was measured with precision in 19l|7 *    Be the and Welsgjfeopf* haveH" 

shown that the theory correctly predicted the magnitude of the shift 

if we handle the interaction of the electron with the radiation field 

in the foil OY/ing v-ay,\"  The infinite re suit for" the: "bound electron In 

a hydrogen atom is compared with the infinite result for a free 

electron*  The difference doe3 not diverge and predicts closely the 

correct value for the energy level shift*  Subsequently, To A. Walton 

showed that the 3hift could be calculated if we assume that each mode 

of the electromagnetic field ~m.3  zero point fluctuations corresoonding 

to a zero point energy 1/2 -flu)-  We then calculate classically the 

interaction of  the electron with the field fluctuations.. 



Ascribing a zero point energy l/'c fata  to etch mode of the electro- 

magnetic field leads to an infinite zero point energy for the vacuum^ 

It can be shown, however, that the zero point fluctuations of the 

fields are entirely Independent of the choice of zero point energy. 

They are..rather, a consequence of field quantization and are due to 

the random interactions between the vacuum and the apparatus for 

measuring the rieldsQ  The zero point field fluctuations have been 

3hown to produce observable effects on the energy levels of atomic 

hydrogeno  The question considered in this Investigation is whether 

these fluctuations also give rise to observable effects in electric 

circuits and in electron stream noise,  If these fluctuations do in 

fact have observable effects In electric circuits, then they set an 

ultimate limit to-the precision of ordinary electrical measurements 

•<ttid--*feo-,^rer«»BT£S*t1r(rf t^anT^BTa c'^ofZTcctev xci es in general.  This Is a 

limit which would be approached as the quantity r— becomes large 

(i.e. low temperature-or 'high frequency). 

To Investigate this point, the simplest circuit and electron 

beam problems ere investigated here, using the quantum theory of 

fields and the ouantum atatisties. 



h. 
Section I 

ft Quantum Theory of a Damped Electrical Oscillator and Noise 

Virtually all of the phenomena occurring in electric circuits 

are described classically in a satisfactory way by Maxwell's equations 

Application of classical statistics has led to a satisfactory under- 

standing of most electrical fluctuation phenomena„ The classical 

description is usually adequate because ordinary measurements are 

made at room temperature with circuit currents exceeding noise currentso 

If measurements were made at low temperatures, with smaller currents, 

the quantum effects would be significant.  No experiments have been 

carried out under such conditions. The present paper i3 an effort to 

provide some basic work for a general quantum theory of circuits and 

noise. 

Recently Callen and Welton presented an elegant quantum theory 

of noise. Their results showed as one of the quantum effects an 

infinite zero-point noise contribution for a pure resistance. The 

theory to be presented here gives insight into the origin of the 

infinite zero-point contribution and predicts finite quantum effects 

in certain experiments. 

An Oscillating Circuit With No Dissipation 

We consider first an electrical oscillator which we Imagine made 

up of perfect conductors with no radiation.  One is temnted to treat 

such a system as Pig. 1 as an ensemble of particles and to discuss Its 

behavior In terms of charges and currents. This procedure leads to 

difficulties because with perfect conductors there are no tangential 

* This section was published as it stands in the Physical Review 
Volume 90, 5, 977, June i, 1953= 



electric fields near the conductors.  In order to allow currents to 

change without electric fields, charged particles without mass or an 

infinite number of carriers with mass would be required-  To avoid 

these difficulties we onoose to discuss the field3,;  The energy is 

""5*/  <^v*z>« (1) 
V 

where E and H are  the  electric  and magnetic  fields,  and  the  integral 

is  throughout  space,     ".'e represent  the magnetic  vector potential  as 

the   product  of a   time-dependent   and   3nace-dependent  part  q(t)A(r)~     In 

terms  of   the   vector  potential, 

TT =  -   Q/cJqA,     H  =  q^?x T (2) 

i-% =fC 
Fig- lr.  Electrical oscillator 

v/ith no dissipation c 

Prom (2) we get-,   usinft Maxwell *s equations, 

(l/c^qA (3) VXH« [\7(^7A)-7X] 
The   fields  are   entirely outside  of  the   perT"e;ily  conducting 

boundaries-,   and  the  most  general/   solution  of  Maxwell's  equations   can 

be  expressed   in  tei-ms of  potentials   such   that   the  divergence of 11  is 

z.ero4   and   the   scalar  potential  is  also  zero-.     If q   oscillates  har 

monically with  time,   with angular   frequency u,   (3)   becomes 

2..   L..   L   Schifft   Quantum Mechanics   ff.«c0raw-Hil3   Book Co,,   Inc.   New 
York,   J9ii95,   P-   ?65 

• 



We normalize A  so  that 

l-UI     «    L\.TlC 

v 
yA2dr * i|.irc' 

We introduce a variable p canonically conjugate to q by letting p 

from (2), E « - (l/c)pA~.  The total energy in the electric field 

becomes 

q; 

1.  /^dr-fif—  f AJ 

8-rr / Birc2   J 
dr  »E— . 

2 
(5) 

The magnetic energy is 

.2 
i- /   H?dr « 5- /    (7xl)2dr   * al 
QitJ 8irJ 8n 

I /      A x V x K •  ds~ 

/A" «jV(V-  A) -V2A"J dr (6) 

Substitution of  (2)   into  the first  term on the right side of  (6) 

reduces it to 

(qc/fliro>) /    E x H  •  ds", •i 
where the surface integral is over a closed surface surrounding the 

circuito Prom Poynting's theorem this term is proportional to the 
t 

radiated power which is postulated to be zero» Equation (6) becomes 

i-fn 2A _ _ nV 
d Y   M   * (7) 

The Hamiltonlan (1) is now 

H - i (p2 •»• w2q2) • 
2 

(8) 



Our variables p and q must be noncomrautable operators; otherwise 
3 

it would be possible  to measure in the same region simultaneously 

the electric field and the magnetic field with arbitrarily great 

precision* We  therefore adopt the commutation rule: 

pq - qp •• - ML (9) 

Expressions (8) and (9) make the problem of the undamped electrical 

oscillator formally identical with the harmonic oscillator„ The wave 

functions for q are the well-known harmonic oscillator wave functions„ 

1 The allowed values for the energy are U - (n + — ) ita. 

Harmonic Oscillator ??ith Dissipation 

We represent a damped oscillator by an oscillator of the type 

discussed above, coupled to a resi3tence, as shown In Pig. 2„ We 

follow the 3eneral method of Callen and ¥.'elton8  The Harailtonian can 

be written as 

(10) H " J(P2 + A2)* % • Q JE. dl 

Here HR is the Hamiltoniari of the ensemble of particles making up the 

resistance; Q is a function of the coordinates and momenta of the 

particles of the resistance, and the line integral is over the length 

of the resistance. In terms of the capacity C we can write 

|^ E*dr -|c|/ E.d^J «|P
2. (11) 

Making use of (11) the Hamiltonian becomes 

3» W. Heisenberg, Physical Principles of the Quantum Theory 

(Dover Publications, New York, 1950), p. 50 
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H « I (p* « t>2q<)'« H.. + (r"7Vr)t (1?) 
? 

v.e treat the last tern; as nn   interaction term which will cause trans- 

itions with exchange of energy between the LC circuit and the resist- 

ance..  1r.e assvne that che oscillator is weakly damped; If we use first 

order perturbation theory, the transition probability can be shown to 

be: 

Wi_=*E [p(£^M<e,l QI e,**w>* 

x<Er|Q|Er-W>£(Ef|^|E^t^ ] 
(13) 

The symbol ^FpJQ |Fp *• fiw^ indicates the matrix element of the 

operator corresponding to 0 between the quantum states of the resist- 

ance with eigenvalues ER and Ep + 'fiw, ^Kp j p/Vc  Ep - fito^ has the 

corresponding meaning for the quantum states of the--f-te-l-d-~"|°\ ^r+ ****7 

is the density in energy of the quantum states of the resistance in 

the vicinity cf the energy Ep • fito»  Expression (13) gives the total 

transition probability fron- an elgenstate of the unperturbed system in 

which the field has the eigenvalue Epf. and the resistance has the 

eigenvalue Ep-.  V,'e may assume that initially the circuit is in an 

eirrenstate (before being coupled tc the resistance) <•     There will never 

be enough information about the resistance to say that it is in an 

elgenstates but its state will be partially specified in that its 

temperature will be known,.  It is therefore necessary to average (135 

o\--zr  an ensemb s of similar systems., the result i:j 



x<E,|Q|E^<-/f (£•,) f (ej IE, 

Consider f(E) the statistical weighting factor, and f(i: • •fiuO/f(F) »__ 

exp - (-Juo/kT)   The second integral has -nca as a lower limit because 

energy is conserved in these transitions, and no resistance in the 

ensemble can jndergo transitions which reduce its energy if its energy 

is less than *nu>o  v.'e introduce the quantity 

o 
By making a  change of variable   in  the   second  integral  of  (l!|)   and 

making use of   (15)   we  can put   (Xl+)   into  the  form: 

v/r = S    <Fp | n/i/C ( Kp - -fuSf +<J:P|P/-/C|EF + -fio^exD - tfiu>/kT)L   (16) 

The  first  term of  (16)   is  the probability per unit  time  that  the 

circuit and fields  will lose  a  quantum,   and  the   second  term is  the 

probability per unit time  that the  circuit  and fields will gain a 

quantum?     The net probabiDlty  that a quantum will  be  lost will  oe  the 

difference of  the  two   terms-.     The average rate  of change  of  energy of 

a  circuit  in the ensemble will be 

dll/dt « SfuoJ^Ep Ip/Vc | Kp • -noN2 exp -   tfiw/kT) 

-\Ep | pA/c J Ep - -nu^f   I. (17) 



If we Insert the well-known harmonic oscillator matrix elements 

into (17) the result is 

ffi B sj*|i£ p (n + 1)exp _ (fiw/kT) . nj ^ (18) 

where n is  the quantum number of  the  circuit*     Equation  (18)   states 

that  the circuit may either gain or  lose energy, depending upon n<>     It 

is  interesting  that  the equilibrium value of n    for which  (18)   is zero 

is 

n m 1/|^ exp(hu>/kT)- lj 0 

The principal quantum effects are evident in (18); classically the 

rate of energy loss would be proportional to the energy at time to 

This is only true in (18) if n is large. 

If the relation for the energy, II « (n • i HSw, is inserted into 

(18) and the resulting equation integrated, J       we obtain 

U Jl*w +  -*£> J 
L 2 exp(-no>AT)-l J 

[ 1 - exp J - |p [l' - exp - (WkT)] t 

+ u0    expf-i^S[l  - exp  -   fWkT)J tj . (19) 

In Eq. (19)t U is the average energy of a circuit in the ensemble as 

a function of time and the initial energy UQ; C is the capacity, and 

S Is defined by (l5)o For large energy (classical limit) the second 

term is the only significant one* Comparing this with the known classics 

solution TI» UQO* ' ' ,  where G is ttie  conductance, we obtain: 

~f The procedure of this section Is based on the discussion of E.C, 
Kemble, The Fundamental Principles of Quantum Mechanics (McGraw-Hill 
Book Co,, Inc., New York, 1937), Chapter 12„ 

x 



o- K^vo [i-«P-fjgs>] = ffb)fi-exp-(§) 
oo 

X lp(ef+*y>){E^\Q\Er+tuf(>(EJrf(eJAE, 
(20) 

itt agreement with the result of Callen and reltoric  In terns of (20) 

(19) becomes 

u* ±.tu+-&  
js 

i-e ¥ at 
ULec (19a) 

Equivalence of Resistance and.a Noise Generator 

In this section we prove the following theorem:  The Johnson' 

noise plus "spontaneous" emission is entirely equivalent to all 

h 

Via-  ?-  Damned  electrical 
oscillator 

c G- 

Pip. 3 Kiectrical 
oscillator and 
current generator i_fc   c n CSWUJr,?" 

/"V^^'^  V-^^    ••__.-..  .,.....,., ,,-,„-  --^j-grs- : ••  , 

it^sfe«'"-*. johnsoii: Fhy3>.?ev,s;32/^*? »I02B;. 
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damping effects which the resistance has upon the oscillating circuit<> 

The noise is seen to play a role in the damping process* To show this 

let us imagine that the resistance is removed, and that it is replaced 

by a "current generator" which has an infinite internal impedance« 

It may readily be shown by comparison with the classical 

differential equations that the Hamiltonian of the system of Fig. 3 is 

H - | (p2 + w2q2)- (qi/VO sin (cot). (21) 

It is well known that an interaction term of the form of the 

last term of (21) will not give a transition probability proportional 

to time0 To obtain transitions equivalent to those of the resistance 

we need a current generator with a continuous spectrum in the vicinity 

of coo Under these conditions the transition probability is 

r 2    "i 

W«  «       J? L^F>qlEF  +*W>2  +&?M
EF  -*">2]> <22> 'G Oh2 

where C is the capacitance, and the mean square value of the current 

over a range du is \l^((a)  J dcor  Inserting the harmonic oscillator 

matrix elements, (22)  becomes 

- _  -   JAv [(n+1) + n], (23) 
20fiu 

where n is the quantum number of the oscillator» 

In order to compare the transition probability induced by the 

current generator with that induced by the resistance we insert the 

appropriate matrix elements into (16), Making use of (15) and (20) 

and rearranging terms, (16) becomes 

wr 
0 [ (n+l)»n  + 1 (2h) 

C [exp(WkT)-l    J 

Comparison of  (23)  and  (2\\)   shows that the transition probability 

will be the same,  in so far as the  first terra of  (Z\\)  is concerned,  if 



iJ 

Ti2(«)]fl - ^ gGfi" — . (25) 
L    JAv  it(exp(*«AT) -lj 

Equation (25) is the Nyquist^ formula in the equivalent current 

representation, modified for quantum effects. 

There is still the last term of (2l+).  It is apparent that the 

last term in (2lj.) is just the transition probability at T • 0, that is, 

the transition probability if the resistance is in its lowest state 

and the quantum number of the circuit is n„ This is closely analogous 

to the spontaneous eiolaaion which atoms undergo even if the radiation 

fields are in their lowest states. We therefore conclude that the 

transitions required by (2lj.) will be produced by a noise current 

generator described by (25) plus spontaneous emission, that is, plus 

the effect of the absorber in its lowest stateo 

We can get a more formal analogy with the spontaneous emission 

induced by the radiation modes in atoms if we imagine the second term 

of (2l±)  to be equivalent to that of a current generator which can 

only Induce downward transitions.  Comparing the second terms of (23) 

and (21+) we see that the equivalent current for such a generator is 

&2(w) 3Av - 2fflW*. (26) 

This result is formally analogous to that obtained in the 

treatment of spontaneous emission of radiation by Park and Epstein. 

Mean Squared Noise Voltage and Available Power 

We can calculate the result of precise measurements of the mean 

squared noise voltage of the damped oscillator by averaging the 

equilibrium value of the quantityfjE *d£] over the ensemble,, Prom 

5. H. Nyquist, Phys. Rev. 35, 110 (1928). 

6. D. Park and H. T. Epstein, Am. J. Physics 17, 301 (19l».9). 
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(11) we obtain 

V=(\ fed) - ^^w^ 
r   e*p[-(^)&] 

(27) 

Carrying out the summations indicated in (27) we obtain 

V2=i liU) 

2 exp(fi^7kT)-1 

'fiLO (28) 
expf-fiu/kT)-! 

where  Zi. u is  the classical half-breadth<>     The  fir3t   term of   (28)   is 
* 

^lu)/2C and represents noise which would be observable even if the 

oscillating circuit were in its lowest state3 It represents the 

fluctuations of the vacuum surrounding the circuit <>  It will now be 

shown that this term cannot be removed by making formal changes in the 

7 
Hamiltonian which remove the zero»Doi::t energy:.   The proof follows 

the discussion of the corresponding problem^ in the quantum theory of 

the fields in vacuum,  ^.'e introduce the auxiliary variables B and 0 t 

defined by 

q B 3  + p*    p  a   ..   1^(0   -   p*) c 

The Hamiltonian  8 can be written 

K • u>? [|1*3  * flfl*] (29/ 

The  corresDondence  with  the   classical   theory   is  equally  good   if   (29; 

is  written 

H » 2Q
2
R*3 « i (v~ + u)2q?)   - | ^w {29A) 

7= The author is indebted to the referee  for suggesting invest! g£V ion 
this point- 

5- Fs'o Heitler , f.'uan - ura Theorv of hadiaticn (Ox:"": o University irrt-ss, 

I/.-r-d'.:•::.. H '.:• ) . p, 6u 
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The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (21h)   do not have the zero-point 

energy, but the eipjenfunctions of this Hamiltonian are the sane as 

those of the Hamiltonian (8)*  The quantity 

is unchanged, and the summation (27) i3 also unchanged.  The zero-point 

noise contribution is seen to be independent of the choice of zero- 

point energy^  It is in fact due to the random interaction of the 

apparatus for measuring the electromotive force, v/ith the circuit, and 

is related to the uncertainty principle„  Equation (?C) does not assert 

that one can observe the zero-point energy; it does assert that one can 

observe the zero-point fluctuations<, 

Another quantity which is specified in the classical discussion 

of resistance noise is the available power,,  To calculate the power 

which a resistance would transfer to another resistance within a 

specified frequency range we consider the experimental arrangement of 

Pig, 1+.  The Hamiltonian of such a system is 

H - I (p2 + o>2q2) + (p/Vc) fp.1 + 02J. (30) 

v.'e can deduce the expression for the rate of change of the field 

energy in the same manner as (18) is obtained, the result is 

&£l£ f S, I (n+1) exp - (nw/kTi) - »! 

+ S2[(n+1) exp - (fiu/kT?) -nj L (31) 

dU  '*«*2 " 
dt    2C 

where 
-OO 

si " T J (°{F*i + *w) (Shil^i +ftw>2 x ^(Vf(ERi)dERi' 0 
.00 

S? * I? J0 /° 
(F*2 + hw) {^2 °2\E*2  * ^ X P (ER2

)f (ER2
)dFV 
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The   stationary  value of  dU/dt  Is  obtained for  a value  of n which 

makes   (3D   zeroo     In terms of  the   conductances  G^ and Gp this is 

n -     L_ + ___?    /(«l • G2>- (32) 
Lexp(^o)ATi)-l       exp(iiwAT2)   -1 J' 

The average rate at which G1 transfers energy to the system is 

obtained from (18) if we insert the stationary value of n as given by 

(32)o    The result is 

G 

~C 
£: [__L_ ./—i— * —2s V(o1+o2)"3 03) 
C      ^expffioATi)-!       I expffiwATj^)-! expfftcoAT^-iy/ J 

Equation  (33)   gives us  the  net power transferred to  the   system by G^, 

Equation  (33)  will be a maximum if T2—^0 and ^2/^ ^°o<> 

C LexpfHw/kTi)   -1]       exp(tfwATi)   -1 

where   (Zico)^ = G^/Co     Equation  (34)   is  somewhat different from the 

classical value  because we have chosen to   specify the maximum power in 

a way which is different from the  classical one but more precise for 

our purposes» 

Noise Measurement Experiments 

Callen and Welton have given an integral for the noise of a pure 

resistance.    They did not  discuss the  spectrum of the noise,  and their 

integral contains an Infinite zero point contribution,, 

We might measure the power spectrum of  the noise by employing a 

filter with a flat response within the pass band and Infinite rejection 

outside of the pass band.     For simplicity we choose instead to measure 

the power spectrum in the vicinity of 00 by connecting an LC  circuit 

of natural frequency u to the resistance,  as in Pig,   2,   and measuring 



the expectation value of the square of the electromotive force  The 

result of such an experiment Is given by Eq, (?8)-  Although (28) was 

<* L C     QlT 

Figr q.,.  Electrical oscillator coupled to conductance at different 
temperatures. 

calculated as an average over the ensemble, the ergodic theorem 

guarantees that the same result will be obtained if repeated measure- 

ments are made with a single resistance.  This is because the measure- 

ments do not affect the known partial specification of the state of 

the system=  This measurement gives the noise contribution in the 

vicinity of wc  To obtain the noise over all frequencies we would need 

an infinite number of circuits of the kind discussed in this paper. 

The resulting zero-point contribution is--therefore infinite0  This is 

believed to be the interpretation of Callen and Alton's result» 

All resistances have physical size^ and there will always be a 

certain amount of inductance and distributed capacity,.  I'.e would always 

have PZI  arrangement somewhat similar to that oV  Figa ?z     in  making the 

measurements we can always couple to either a single mode or at most 

a finite number of modes,, and the zero-point noise contribution i;, 

.finite.- 

Equation '3^1) shows that the maximum power which a resistance -an 

transfer to a system tends to zero av; low temperatures, while according 

to (?8) the mean squared vnlue oi"  the electromotive fv>r je approaches 

the limit 'fiw/PC.  Lawson ' su.'-gested no5.3e measurements as a me*:.hoa 

0, ft, '".-,   f.awson and i" Lour :/s Dev ?c 
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for measuring temperature,     If the noise measurements are made by 

measuring the transitions  induced by the resistance   (power measurements) 

there will be no zero-point  contribution,  according  to   (3^)«     On the 

other hand if we measure  the mean squared value of the electromotive 

force  there will be a zero-point contribution as  given by   (29)a 



Section II 

An Electrical Oscillator Damped by Radiation Resistance 

The results of the previous section may be extended to include 

the radiation resistance, in the following way,.  We assume that 

the radiation resistance is a series element, as In Figure 1„ 

«MMte*»» / CZ -JL. f- Figure 1 

1    ..   T v..    /y\   ••' 

Foi* the hamiltonian of Figure lv we have 

H-i(fr>Sff   rH^^+^J-fa^Xj (1, 

The first terms of 1 are the hamiltonian of the dissipationless 

oscillator 0  The term H^is  the hamiltonian of the unperturbed 
-.. .    . .__  i 

radiation fields, the term Ht    represents part of the hamiltonian 

of the electrons in the circuit which interact with the radiation 

fields, the last term is a summation over all the electrons and 

represents the interaction between electrons and the circuit and 

radiation fieldSc "Vrj. is the electronic mass, fr      is the momentum, 

f.  is the charge for the /\ th electron  A' i3 the magnetic 

vector potential of the radiation fields..  We assume that no 

resistance other than radiation resistance is present.  The same 

analysis can be carried through if other resistance i3 present by 

employing essentially the procedure of the previous st«ctlv«i« 

We consider our oscillator to be weakly damped, and employ 

first order perturbation theory  The term in A»'~ in (1) can then 

be neglectedo  The hamiltonian (1) becomes 



20 

H - iCp's'p - iu 1- H, - <5j *±£ ; j^    (2) 
"*KC 

The term ^^ r^-  has been inclxided in the term ^t- «.  This is 

the unperturbed hamiltonian of the electrons which interact with 

the radiation fields.  The last term in (?) will always be a linear 

function of the oscillator current.  In the previous section we 

showed that the magnetic energy 13 -^-Uji'qJ'       *     The magnetic energy 

in terms of the inductance T, and current I is 4L£ 0 Tho last term of 2 

can be written, 

c * ^c Vr 
In  (3)j>  P is a function of the geometry of the   system.,    The inter- 

action term in-(2)  will  cause  transitions  with exchange of energy 

between the  circuit and the radiation fields  through the  coupling 

furnished by the electrons^     The  transition probability  can be 

shown to be 

w„* * * 
?(£„ ^Ke„\A'ii=r^j?Xz-l^/i>-**j>A 

In (J4.) the symbol \ £,«<${/% /jf^* +"*HUA  indicates the matrix 

element of the onerator corresponding to A* between the quantum 

states of the radiation fields with eigenvalues £?*      and £.^4 %<o   . 

\£)r /^s/£^^40x   ^as tne corresPont*lng meaning for the fields 

of the circuit. r'e can proceed in the manner of chapter II to 

derive a formula for the field energy of the circuit as a function 

of time* We assume that initially the circuit is in an eigenstate 



but that only the temperature of the radiation field is known,  r.e 

therefore need to average {]+) over an ensemble of similar iystemsc 

Tn (I4.) f>(£Fl<rMuj)       and f^fe.-/?-/>*0)    are the density in 

energy of the quantum states of the radiation fields, and are 

functions of the frequency alone*  To average (l|) over an ensemble 

it is only necessary to average the squared matrix elements of the 

radiation fieldsc v!e   imagine the radiation field to be expanded 
-» squared 

in normal modes,  fa* * ^*s•**%Lt      °  The average of the^matrix 

element <em/4'/£^t1»w)>      is 

,  -%* -*»*& 
(5) 

[Making uss of the harmonic oscillator matrix elements for 

the radiation fields and noting that £jt^*(*»,^jfr<w (5) becomes 

squared >•— 1 #.   A. x 
V;e average theAmatrix element CC/» |>^ I&•"*»»'*»/ over cne ensemble 

to obtain: 

:6» 

Expression 4 becomes 

k.« *7 

1, 
J 



If we insert the harmonic oscillator matrix elements into 7 we 

obtain 

1/ . Trrw^r k wh- —-f—n^-r ^ 1*(K)fl) C (3) 

In B the first term represents the effect of a downward 

transition and the second term the effect of an upward transition., 

The rate of change of the field energy U , associated with the 

circuit is 

JUJ _ TTPI\~JA~F"'Vm 
Jit '   e.L(t-*-*J 

i__ 

C9) 

i"/e can employ the relation (J - (n-*-£y#co   and integrate 

(9) to obtain 

i- e U = ±k u) 
»u> 

5^ 

(nf^\/Cy\)t 

r U. e 
Ji_ 

(10) 

For large energy (classical limit) the second term is the only 

significant one, Comparing (10) with the v/ell known classical 
-Jij- ^ 

result U * U  C *-   we obtain after noting that P ^J£— , 

R = 

U« 1 1-          *r,u-' 

4FCa 

e*T-f . 

(11) 

(12) 



rquJvalence of Radiation Realstanoe and a Noise Oenerator 

In the procedinc «?«:)t.lou vve allowed the equivalence of a noise 

current generator and a conductance-  In this section we will show 

the equivalence of a noise voltage generator and a radiation 

resistance  We Imagine first that the resistance is removed and 

replaced by a voltage 

generator. 

The hamiitonian of the system 

of i"ig\:re 2  is 

Figure P< -*-C 
T —(g) » 

H-±(p+v<gfcpic\A^ "(i3) 

It   is  well known  that  an  Interaction  tern of   the  form of   the 

last   term of   (13)   v:ill  not  Five  a   transit ion probability  pronortiona' 

tc   time.     To obtain  transitions  eauivalent   to   those of the  resist- 

ance  we  need a   voltage  generator   with   a  continue!:.!   spectrum  in  the 

vicinity of  w-,     Under  these conditions   the   transition probability   i.^ 

nk) 

where C is the capacitance and the mean square val ue of the vo1i 

age over a range ^wj IS v(^j)dl^J Inserting the harmonic osell 3 i-r:r 

matrix elements, (13) becomes 

W^~7t— (*\+t) h 



2k 

In order to compare the transition probability Induced by the 

voltage generator with that induced by the radiation resistance 

we employ (11) to write (8) in terms of the resistance0  ''1th this 

substitution and the relation */ - "*t.  (0) becomes 

Wr= RCu/ {y\+t\ +• r> 

Shi 
/ 

+- y\ (16) 

Comparison of (l6) and (15) shows that the transition probability 

will be the same insofar as the first term of (16) is concerned if 

VM - ZLR*^ 

IT 
5* 

-\ 

(17) 

Equation (17) is the Nyquist formula in the equivalent 

voltage representation, modified for quantum effects,  There is 

still the last term in (l6)0  This term Is Just the transition 

probability at \ =o      » that Is, the transition probability if the 
the 

resistance is in Its lowest state and the quantum number of/*circuit 

is 0 . r'e conclude that for the radiation resistance the trans- 

itions required by (16) will be produced by a noise voltage generator 

described by (17) plus spontaneous emission, that is, plus the 

effect of the absorber in its lowest state* 

Again we can imagine the second term of (16) to be equivalent 

to a voltage generator which can only Induce downward transitions, 

comparing the second terms of (l6) and (15) we see that the equiva- 

lent voltage for such a generator Is 

(18) 
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Mean Squared Noise Voltage and Available Power 

We obtain the mean squared noise voltage by averaging the 

equilibrium value of I £ • clUl or [/if. over the ensemble -> The result 

is the same and is obtained in the same way as in the previous 

section*  The available power is also the same and is obtained in 

the same wayD 



Section IIT 

Interaction of an Electron Stream v.'ith an Klectric Circuit 

In the previous sections we have shown tnat lor a damped 

oscillator the results of precise measurements of the mean squared 

electromotive force are given by 

r-t 
t^Mj ^UJ 

+•         *o 
L, 

e"T-/ 
(1) 

The first term of 1 represents the effect of the vacuum 

fluctuations and the second term represents the effect of the thermal 

fluctuations,,  One way to observe the small voltages given by the 

first term of 1 is to allow the damped oscillator to interact with 

an electron stream and amplify the resultant electron 3tream noise 

with a radio receiver.,  ¥>e might argue that the first term of 1 

would not be observable because it represents the noise of the 

oscillator in Its lowest state  Since the oscillator cannot trans- 

fer energy to the electron stream when the oscillator is in its 

ground state, one might be tempted to conclude that there should be 

no zero point noise contribution. However, the circuit can gain 

energy from the electrons even when it Is in Its lowest state„  This 

transfer of energy from electrons to the circuit takes place in a 

random fashion and therefore contributes noise to the electron stream* 

Here the electron stream and associated equipment constitute the 

apparatus for measuring the electromotive force of the circuit,, The 

first term of 1 represents the effect of the random interaction of 

the measuring apparatus with the circuit. 



It is well k.iown that the use ol* electrons does not In 

general lead to precise field measurementse  It will, however, be 

shown here that in this case a measurement of V"  using an electron 

stream does ler.d precisely to the value given by 1 = 

Consider an electron stream which interacts with a damped 

electrical oscillators 

Lfe   C 
Figure 1, 

The interaction can be imagined to take place by sending the 

stream of electrons near the condenser plates or through holes In 

the condenser plates* *he  circuit i3 assumed to be in thermal 

equilibrium with the conductance which In turn Is maintained at 

temperature To  If the damping Is small, the effect of the conduct- 

ance Is mainly to determine the average electromagnetic field 

energy of the circuito  The wavefunctions of the quantized fields 

of the circuit will not be significantly different from those of 

the undamped oscillatorD  Under these conditions we can employ the 

following hamlltonian to discuss the interaction between an electron 

and the fields associated with the circuito 

10. *?. Keitler, The Quantum Theory of Radiation (Oxford University 

Press, 19W0,p. 7Qo 



aa 

The variables P end <L-    are those already defined for the 

circuit in section 1.  r  is the momentum of the electron, r\   is 

the magnetic vector potential.  It i3 unnecessary to include terms 

in (2) representing the conductance because there is no direct 

interaction between the electron and the conductancec 

v;e can make calculations assuming that the circuit itself is 

in an eigenstate of its unperturbed hamiltonian before the inter- 

action begins, then for the period of the interaction we have for 

the wavefunction of the fields associated with the circuit 

(3) IL = C^, ^ T*» £  r      9   initially an = 1, am • 0 

m jt  n 

we define H^N   by 

.-*r*~  ^l;- lAIll  V *s *^e ma^r^x element of the operator corres- 

ponding to the vector potential A between the quantum states of 

the field with quantum numbers K and (V » /Iz^^lplF^    \      *s 

the matrix element of the operator corresponding to the electron 

momentum i between the tyro states of the electron corresponding 

to the K and N   states of the field. 

,,/e let   <£c*|Plt<*> ^ fL (5) 

".'e assume that the energy of the electron is sufficiently large 

so that i^. is almost the same as the momentum of the unperturbed 

electron. V.'e again assume the vector potential /\   to be a product 

of a space and time dependent part, AT A(*"!«(+/ „ We can now 



li 

write   O4)   in   the   form 

HL = -£ P/4M<e«k|E«> 
K* <w>G 

& 
(M 

It   can be   shown that 
»    • * 4-^^t 1 ** (t) r * *_iff<»i ^L-T^L 

".'e  assume   that   the   interaction  ,";ap  is  Jt   units   lorif?- 

section 1   tie have 

V ; » 

Prom 

(8) 

The total interaction tine will be denoted by  > 

IPI 
(9) 

Making use of  (3),   (9)s   and   6f   i"
7)   can be written 

KM  = e 
TC 

.1 
<ErekltFW> ;'   . I.) 

\    --   > 

let <JirJfc*  9  »   where  ©    i: ,e let. W|^C; 6* » where & is he electron transit 

'•akinrt use of the matrix elements fcv the •.•j&.n'uv states 

field  we  obtain Tor   (10) 

•*'••« 

anju c 

of  v-.• 

K^(ft?) 

::||^*!l|^V • -sa^lAlei^." Jfo* '^»a!a|'q .^-.«W^,. g-|| .15^3l^^«rg^=frOa^i^^l^^ 
'-rJfJ;"'-^ff*f;? 
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Expressions 11, 12, &nd" 13 state that the exchange of energy takes 

place in one quantum steps. 

Suppose that M electrons interact with the circuit and that a 

sufficiently long time elapses between interactions so that the 

circuit can return to a state of equilibrium with the conductance. 

This will be the case if the current in the electron stream is 

small«  Under these conditions we will have {^(.^(tJl M        electrons 

lose a quantxim and l&tfc)} /*!     electrons gain a quantum.  If an 

electron neither gains nor loses energy we can say that the electro- 

motive force of the circuit during that interaction time was zero. 

Tf an electron gains or loses a quantum we can say that the electro- 

motive force during that interaction time was y = ~* ,  The measured 

mean squared noise voltage is 

M 

—  &  =   

fl •v-n-j c 
©< 

=—C^KT
1
)   <*> 

If we consider an ensemble, the value V   must be the ensemble 

average. The equilibrium value of Y\     from section 1 is 

\ 

Mr _ 
(IS) 

I 

V 

Inserting (1^) into (llj) we obtain 

*i\iZMe*e. C AT    - e    -1 
(16) 

If the transit angle P Is small, (16) becomes 
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v = I 

c 
.to 

L 
f 

(17) 

T; 

(T1/ 

Ve see that (17) agrees with (1) and that both the thermal 

and the vacuum flacttiations will affect the electron stream noise8 
mean square 

'Ve see that theArandom changes in velocity of the electron stream 

resulting from passage through the gap are the same as one would 

calculate classically assuming a mean squared gap voltage as given 

by (17)o 

Any circuit will have many modes.  Expression (17) gives the 

mean squared voltage for the mode of angular frequency w«  In 

general the higher frequency modes will not contribute to the noise 

because the electron transit angle for these modes will be large, 

Their contribution will be reduced by the factor 

Accordingly we will get, in the usual case, the contribution of the 

principal mode alone. 

One might wonder why the vacuum (radiation) fields outside of 

the circuit do not also contribute to the noise.  The radiation 

fields do not contribute because a free electron cannot radlaten 

This is because the conditions of conservation of energy and 

momentum cannot be simultaneously satisfied. The electron can ex- 

change energy with the circuit because in a sense it is not free, 

that is, its momentum is not precisely known while it is between 

the condenser t>lates0 For these reasons the circuit contributes 

noise while the radiation fields outside the circuit do not directly 

Interact with the electron,, 
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Conclusion 

In this report we have examined some of the consequences of  the 

application of field quantization to electrical circuits.,  The theory 

gives the familiar classical effects and includes in addition the 

noise and quantum effects.  It shows clearly the role of noise in 

damping.,  The zero-point noise contribution which appeared first in 

the theory of Callen and "elton is shown to represent an observable 

effect, independent of the choice of zero-point energy* Experiments 

at low temperatures and high frequencies offer an opportunity to study 

in detail the quantum effects of a single mode of the electromagnetic 

field- V/hen precise noise measurement techniques are developed it 

should be possible to observe directly the vacuum fluctuations in a 

low temperature noise experiment^ presumably with an electron stream 

e.s discussed in Section IIIo  In a subsequent report the heavily 

damped oscillator will be discussed..  I wish to acknowledge stimulating 

discussions with Dr» Mo Ho Johnson* 
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